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Executive Summary 
 
This report describes the final design and specification of the Community Flexibility-box (COFY-box)             
- one of the key components in the wider REScoopVPP technical system and crucial to enabling the                 
wide range of business and technical use cases and customer value propositions found in              
REScoopVPP.  
It uses off-the-shelf hardware and leverages a range of existing mature open source technologies to               
integrate and control legacy and new appliances into a smart building ecosystem.   
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MQTT Message Queuing Telemetry Transport. An application layer 
messaging protocol based on the publish-subscribe pattern aimed at 
low-powered devices with unreliable network connections. 

MQTT broker An architectural component defined in the MQTT protocol which 
clients connect to which manages a pool of connections and 
subscribers and routes messages for. 

Docker A virtualisation technology platform used for creating isolated bundles 
of software called ‘containers’.  

balena A company and commercial IoT device management platform. 

balenaOS A Linux operating system based on the Yocto Linux Project produced 
by balena compatible with a wide range of different types of computer 
hardware.  

balenaCloud The hosted service version of the balena device management server 
software system. 

balenaEngine A Docker Engine API compatible runtime optimised for IoT/edge 
devices.  

OpenADR An application layer information protocol for supporting automated 
demand side response based around the exchange of XML payloads 
via a HTTP server. 

telegraf A telemetry/logging software agent. 

InfluxDB A database aimed at storing large quantities of time series data. 

Home Assistant (HA) An open source software platform for Smart Home Automation. 

(CO)mmunity 
(F)lexibilit(Y) / COFY 

The acronym used in the naming of software products produced as 
part of the REScoopVPP project. 



Current solutions 

The COFY-box (v2) is largely the combination of two similar existing products, the Carbon Co-op               
Home Energy Management System and the COFY-system prototype (developed by          
EnergieID/University of Ghent). These two products have similar logical software architectures           
based around a messaging bus and use many of the same software components.  

 

Carbon Co-op Home Energy Management System (HEMS) 
The Carbon Co-op Home Energy Management system is based on balenaOS running on a              
Raspberry Pi 3B+. It leverages extensively the capabilities of both balenaCloud and the Home              
Assistant home automation software to enable demand side response and control of EVSE charging              
equipment, water heaters (using a resistive immersion element), and solar power ‘diverters’ (which             
automatically dump excess on-site solar PV into a water tank via a resistive immersion element).               
The architecture is based around a set of applications running in Docker containers managed by               
balenaOS. The software running in these containers connects to a mosquitto MQTT broker which is               
used for interprocess communication between containers and supporting ‘loose coupling’ between           
different components. Telemetry and monitoring is provided by both the balenaCloud system and a              
Telegraf logging agent communicating with a InfluxDB server over the internet. The device also              
connects to other services via custom integrations for the Home Assistant software which provide              
support for device provisioning and demand response management. The Balena Cloud service            
enables remote access to devices for support purposes via a managed VPN which can be accessed                
via the web interface by authorised users. 
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COFY-system prototype 
The COmmunity FlexibilitY prototype system is developed by EnergieID and Ghent University in             
previous projects entailing the aggregation and control of distributed residential assets to provide             
flexibility to the electrical grid. It consists of the COFY-box V1 and the COFY-cookie components. 

COFY-box V1 
The COFY-box V1 is based on the Debian Linux operating system running on a Raspberry Pi 3B.                 
The logical architecture is similar to the HEMS and also uses a common data bus provided by a                  
mosquitto MQTT broker. Software components run as standard Linux processes configured via initd             
scripts. It also uses Home Assistant primarily for visualisation and to provide a user interface. More                
functionality is provided by other software components running in processes separate to Home             
Assistant compared to the HEMS including hardware interfacers, time series databases (for            
debugging), and clients for third-party services. Basic device management / monitoring is provided             
by a custom server dashboard which receives heartbeat messages and remote access to services              
is provided via an nginx reverse proxy. 

 

COFY-cookie 
The COFY-cookie is a lightweight, dedicated hardware platform meant to connect the COFY-box to              
devices where a direct connection is impossible or unsuited. This could be because: 

● The device has no network connectivity, or a communication interface not supported by the              
COFY-box hardware (e.g. RS-485) 

● The device is located too far away from the COFY-box for a direct connection (e.g. room                
temperature measurements) 

● A direct connection could be unsafe (e.g. switching mains power) 
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The COFY-cookie implements a subset of the COFY ecosystem, connecting to the common data              
bus, pushing local measurements to it and listening for commands sent through it. It can be seen as                  
a (wireless) extension of the data bus. 

 

The COFY-cookie can take different physical forms, depending on the required connection.            
Currently, three COFY-cookies are already available: 

● Digital meter cookie: can be connected to Belgian (Flemish) digital utility meters to provide a               
local readout of energy consumption data 

● Hybrinator cookie: can be connected to heat pumps with a Smart Grid Ready and RS-485               
interfaces 

● Temperature cookie: can be placed in different rooms to provide local temperature (optional:             
humidity) measurements 

 

Because of the dedicated nature of the COFY-cookie requiring only a subset of the COFY               
ecosystem functionalities, it is based on the low-cost, low-power ESP32 hardware. The ESP32 also              
provides the wireless WiFi interface to connect to the COFY-box V1. Depending on the application,               
the cookie is complemented with a bespoke hardware interface in different form factors.  
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Proposed solution 

 
Hardware 
Platform 
Use of the Balena device management framework and BalenaOS firmware means the COFY-box             
can be relatively platform agnostic but relies heavily on hardware support being provided by Balena               
(the full list of supported devices can be found on the balena website ). Balena supported devices                1

are characterised generally by use of the ARMv7 or ARMv8 architectures implemented as             
system-on-chip packages integrated into a ‘single board computer’ which provides the required            
hardware interfacing and power management on a compact board. These devices represent a good              
balance between costs and performance which make them well suited to a wide range of               
applications including those being considered here.  

Alternatives considered previously include the popular range of ESP microcontrollers but these were             
considered not powerful enough and too expensive in terms of the relatively high             
development/integration costs required to obtain the desired functionality of the COFY-box           
(although it should be noted these are being used in the COFY-cookie device being developed for                
hardware interfacing applications in WP2).  

Balena also supports the standard i686 PC architecture commonly found in desktop computers             
which, whilst generally unsuitable as the basis for the type of product being developed here, does                
help to reduce development effort as software can be developed on standard PCs and then               
deployed directly to target hardware without the need for extensive porting or cross-compilation. 

Initial hardware prototypes will be based on the Raspbery Pi 3B+ , an inexpensive single board               2

computer with extensive IO/peripheral options and professional and community software and           
hardware support. The development teams have extensive experience with this platform already.  

The Raspberry Pi 4 will also be targeted/tested during the project to ensure the ongoing               3

applicability of the software on future RPi products likely to be based on the same chip architecture.                 
There are several key architectural and implementation details between the RPI3 and RPI4 however              
many of these do not have a lot of bearing on this application with the exception of the more                   
powerful processor. The RPI4 has also had many reported issues with overheating and power              
management which would need to be monitored carefully. Use of Balena and BalenaOS makes the               
process of switching between hardware device platforms fairly straightforward so it is not necessary              
or important at this stage to choose between these options.  

A key limitation of both Raspberry Pi models is the reliance of microSD flash memory for the main                  
storage device which in the past has affected the reliability of devices based on Raspberry Pi,                
however better firmware/software optimisation (present in Balena and other systems) as well as an              
improvement in the quality/durability of consumer grade flash controllers and packages has reduced             
the impact of this in recent years. Alternatively, USB mass storage drives can be used as alternative                 
forms of storage and even as boot disks on Raspberry Pi 3B+/4/CM4 models. As either of these                 
types of main storage is easily removable the device may also not meet the requirements of                

1 https://www.balena.io/docs/reference/hardware/devices/  
2 
https://static.raspberrypi.org/files/product-briefs/200206+Raspberry+Pi+3+Model+B+plus+Product+Brief+PRI
NT&DIGITAL.pdf  
3 https://datasheets.raspberrypi.org/rpi4/raspberry-pi-4-product-brief.pdf  
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standards for IoT security and best practice (e.g. UK DCMS Code of Practice for consumer IoT                
security ). 4

Raspberry Pi also makes a range of ‘compute module’ devices which are cheaper versions of the                
Raspberry Pi lacking physical/hardware interfaces and power management which are aimed at            
integration of the hardware into other products which may represent a possible direction for the               
evolution of the COFY-box concept. These products also incorporate eMMC flash on-board as             
standard which is advantageous both because of its inherent higher durability/performance           
(compared to consumer grade flash memory found in microSD) and potential for lowering BOM              5

costs in larger production runs. A key limitation with these products prior to the release of Compute                 
Module 4 was lack of network connectivity options on-board but this is now an option making these                 6

a compelling choice as the basis of potential new products. The requirement to design and               
manufacture a product into which the CM4 would be included makes their use in this project                
infeasible, but for a future COFY-box product sold in larger volumes this would not be an issue. By                  
basing the system on the RPI3/4 boards now we also keep this option open for the future. 

Key information about these different hardware alternatives is summarised in the table below: 

 

 
  

4 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/code-of-practice-for-consumer-iot-security/code-of-practice-for-co
nsumer-iot-security  
5 Bill of Materials 
6 https://datasheets.raspberrypi.org/cm4/cm4-datasheet.pdf  
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Model Raspberry Pi 3B+ Raspberry Pi 4 Compute Module 4 

Processor BCM2837 Quad-core 
Cortex-A53, ARM v8 
1.4GHz 

BCM2711 Quad-core 
Cortex-A72, ARM v8 
1.5GHz 

BCM2711 Quad-core 
Cortex-A72, ARM v8 
1.5GHz 

RAM 1GB  2/4/8GB 1/2/4/8GB  

Storage microSD (off-board), 
USB mass storage 
drive (off-board) 

microSD (off-board), 
USB mass storage 
drive (off-board) 

eMMC (on-board) 
8/16/32GB 

Network Ethernet 
(300),Bluetooth 4.2, 
Wifi 2.4GHz & 5.0GHz  

Ethernet 
(1000),Bluetooth 5, 
Wifi 2.4GHz & 5.0GHz  

Bluetooth 5, Wifi 
2.4GHz & 5.0GHz 
(optional) 

USB connectors 4xUSB2 2xUSB3,2xUSB2 N/A  

Reported final 
production date 

January 2023 Unknown (but after 
RPI3B+) 

Unknown 

End of life 2026 2026 2026 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/code-of-practice-for-consumer-iot-security/code-of-practice-for-consumer-iot-security
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/code-of-practice-for-consumer-iot-security/code-of-practice-for-consumer-iot-security
https://datasheets.raspberrypi.org/cm4/cm4-datasheet.pdf


Product design 
The initial product design is based on an existing case produced by ModMyPi which is compatible                
with Raspberry Pi 3 which has a recessed section of lid into which a sticker can be inserted (see                   
picture for an example of this currently used by Carbon Co-op). The case is available in a range of                   
colours and with options for port covers. 

 

The case requires assembly as the board is connected to the case using 4 screws and the case lid                   
is in turn attached using 4 screws passed through the body of the case. The case has two mounting                   
holes on the rear which would facilitate fixing the device to a surface in different orientations. 

A Raspberry Pi 4 version of this case is also available however due to the Pi4 running hotter than                   
the Pi3 an air vent is also cut out of the top plate which would be obstructed by any sticker applied                     
as in the RPI3 case. Holes in the decal could potentially be incorporated into the design so this is                   
unobstructed (the extra ventilation provided by this may also not be required in this application).  
 
Networking and hardware interfacing 

Network and device interface capabilities 
The Raspberry Pi 3/4 and BalenaOS device firmware support a wide range of networking options               
and configurations.  

On-board the Raspberry Pi 3/4 supports ethernet, bluetooth, and wifi networking. The wifi adapter              
can be used in either station/AP or client modes (the hardware also reportedly can support mixed                
client/station operation between the two radio bands but this has not been tested). 

This can also be supplemented using off-board peripherals to provide support for e.g. 3G/4G,              
Zwave, and Zigbee and these are often supported ‘out the box’ by the firmware or by simple                 
changes to the configuration.  
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Internet/network connection options 
The COFY-box will support a few different network topologies but topology A (described below) will               
be the default. 

BalenaOS uses systemd and the NetworkManager application for user space high-level           
management of network interfaces. This can be configured in several ways but the main ones likely                
to be used here are updating the Network Manager interface configuration files or interaction via               
dbus. An existing prototype already uses both options to provide both a default configuration as well                
as a wifi-hotspot configuration at runtime determined by device identifiers.  

Network topology A - COFY-box wired ethernet connection to user LAN           
network / COFY-box wireless in station mode 
In this topology the COFY-box wifi operates in a station mode and devices connect either via the                 
COFY-box wifi or home wifi. This is the standard mode used by the Carbon Co-op HEMS. Some                 
advantages of this network topology are that the COFY-box wifi hotspot provides a controllable and               
predictable network configuration which will consistently support features such as mDNS as well as              
ensuring the COFY-box itself has a fixed IP address. This greatly simplifies the connection and               
configuration of client energy appliances connected to the wifi hotspot. There are also security and               
performance advantages to this topology as energy appliances connect to a separate network             
bridged to the home network which makes it easier to enforce access controls. The Raspberry Pi                
3B+ hardware is not optimised for use as a wifi hotspot, however the device can potentially be                 
positioned to maximise signal reception including using Powerline adapters. Having a wired            
connection to the COFY-box is also more reliable, easier to set up (typically it can simply be                 
connected to a home router without further configuration), and less prone to outages which are               
common with wifi connections which are optimised for speed rather than reliability and range. 
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Network topology B - COFY-box wireless in client mode connected to           
home network / wired ethernet unused  

 

 
Device connection options 
The COFY-box will support a few different options for interfacing with energy smart appliances. The               
firmware will be configured and software developed so that the exact means of interfacing will be                
abstracted at the level of the COFY-box system. 

Device connection scheme A - Device connection via network 
In this scheme the device connects to the COFY-box over the network using any of the network                 
schemes outlined above. An advantage of this scheme is that no additional hardware is required. A                
limitation of this scheme is that it relies on fixed IP addressing or mDNS, neither of which are                  
generally controllable/reliable on a typical home network. Connecting the device to a wifi hotspot              
running on the COFY-box (topology A above) can help as this enables static or reliable IP                
assignment and a controllable mDNS configuration. 

Device connection scheme B - Direct device connection via USB          
hardware interfacer 
In this scheme the device connects via a USB hardware interfacer directly to a USB port on the                  
COFY-box. This benefits from more reliability than a network connection but maybe less practical              
due to requirement to be located near to the device and more costly due to the added expense of                   
the interfacer. The Linux mount point of the interfacer also has to be reliably identified and                
configured for each type of device/interfacer.  
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Device connection scheme C - Device connection via network and          
COFY-cookie 
In this scheme the device connects to the COFY-cookie and then the COFY-cookie connects over               
the network to the COFY-box via either the home network or a COFY-box wifi hotspot. 

 

 

 
 
Firmware and device management  

Firmware definition and relation to software 
The term ‘firmware’ in this context is used to refer to both the Raspberry Pi firmware but also the                   
Linux-based operating system and key user space software components provided by third parties             
and relied on by COFY-box specific software components for operation.  

Firmware 
As per the above definition, the firmware used on the COFY-box substantially consists of the open                
source balenaOS. balenaOS is an embedded Linux aimed at supporting the deployment of software              
using containers (see below) on edge devices. balenaOS is in turn based on the Yocto Project                
which is a framework for the construction of custom embedded Linux distributions. balenaOS             
consists of the Linux operating system with a pre-configured/installed set of user space             
components, most significantly systemd and balenaEngine.  

balenaEngine is an open source Docker runtime developed specifically for embedded devices with             
additional features compared to Docker engine such as significantly lower resource utilisation and             
delta updates. 

The below diagram summarises the different components and hierarchy of the balenaOS system.             
COFY-box software will run in ‘user application containers’ in this context: 
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The wide hardware support and clear alignment between our use cases and those of the balena                
ecosystem make balenaOS a clear choice. Alternatives considered included ‘spins’ on existing            
distributions such as Ubuntu Core / Fedora IoT and platform solutions like AWS IoT Greengrass but                
generally these lacked certain features, risked vendor lock-in, and/or required significant           
development or incurred significant costs for support packages. 

Device management system  
balenaOS is tightly integrated with the balenaCloud, a paid-for device orchestration/management           
platform which provides logging, software lifecycle management, remote access, and basic           
monitoring/telemetry. There is also an open-source self-hosted version of the balenaCloud called            
openBalena which provides most of the key features of balenaCloud. It is possible to transition               
balenaOS devices between balenaCloud and openBalena.  

balenaOS and balenaCloud have been chosen for this project because it addresses in a single               
solution many of the technical issues encountered in the experience of the development team in               
previous projects around managing large numbers of connected Linux-based devices installed in            
domestic and SME premises. In previous projects considerable time and expense was spent on              
developing device management capability which provided little value to end-users and limited            
capability compared to existing commercially available alternatives. By using an existing platform in             
REScoopVPP, which is largely open source and offered on a pay-for-use basis, it enables the               
development team to focus on the key value added aspects of the COFY-box whilst still providing a                 
route to transition to another platform (whether in-house or other third party) if required. 

There is some overlap between the features of the balenaCloud system and the Azure IoT service                
being used for the COFY-cloud but they can also generally be complementary. Platform device              
management solutions tended to lack the integrated solution represented by balenaCloud and            
balenaOS, requiring other services or components to be integrated to provide the same             
functionality. 
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Software 
Architecture 
The software architecture seeks to combine the best aspects of the predecessor devices reusing              
the message bus architectural pattern which offers a range of benefits such as visibility and loose                
coupling of different software components as well as mapping well to the Docker container and               
networking model. The diagrams below show the same proposed architecture in different ways, one              
a logical arrangement in relation to the message / data bus communication and the other in terms of                  
the standard operating system process/privilege hierarchy. 

 

 

Internal data exchange ontology 
The common data bus of the COFY-box, which all connected services use to exchange data               
messages, is built around the lightweight MQTT message broker. All services and devices connect              
as a client to the central MQTT broker running the message bus and can push messages to certain                  
topics, while also subscribing to other topics to receive the messages from other services. This is a                 
many-to-many architecture.  
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Services can freely register new topics, ensuring flexibility and easy expandability. There is no              
defined set of rules for the use of MQTT specifics such as retain-flags or QoS, keeping overhead                 
limited. 

A basic MQTT messaging ontology and structure has been defined for use by all software               
components using the message bus. This describes the topic structure and the payload format              
(message). 

MQTT topic structure 
A topic structure that implements both a logic as a human-readable hierarchy. Three MQTT base               
topic trees are defined: 

● data/ 
Measurements, current setpoints, … coming from or read back from connected devices or             
services 

E.g. power consumption, temperature, battery discharge setpoint 

● set/ 
Setpoints, commands, … sent to connected devices or services 

E.g. power limitation, temperature target 

● sys/ 
Telemetry, system info of connected devices or services 

E.g. IP addresses, status 

Each topic follows the same structure: 

data/domain/entity/channel 

● data: the root topic tree (could also be set or sys) 
● domain: classes or groups of physical entities 
● entity: physical or virtual entities 
● channel: specific values or measurements from the entities 

Examples: 
● data/devices/pv/power 

Readout of current (total) power produced by (all) pv inverters 

● data/rooms/main/temperature 
Readout of current temperature of the main room (location of master thermostat) 

● set/devices/ventilation/speed 
Set the speed of the ventilation unit 

● sys/devices/COFYbox/local_ip 
Readout of the current IP address of the COFY box 
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MQTT payload format 
The data payload of each MQTT message on the internal bus is defined as a self-contained JSON                 
message, incorporating both the MQTT topic tree as well as the relevant data. This ensures               
agnostic data processing and portability through other interfaces then the internal bus, e.g. HTTP              
REST. Standard ECMA-404 JSON formatting applies . 7

The JSON payload contains the following mandatory fields: 

 

Additionally, for messages originating from the data or sys topic trees (measurement values), the              
following fields are mandatory: 

 

Services are free to use any additional optional field whenever relevant, e.g.: 

 

Examples: 

● data/devices/pv/power “{"entity": "pv", "channel": "power", "value": "50", “unit”: “W”,         
"timestamp": 1589314204}” 

Data message containing at power production measurement of the PV system 

● set/devices/ventilation/speed “{"entity": "ventilation", "channel": "speed", "value": "200",       
"timestamp": 1589314204}” 

Control message containing a new speed setpoint for the ventilation system 

 

7 https://www.ecma-international.org/publications-and-standards/standards/ecma-404/ 
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Field Example value Explanation 

“entity” “pv” Name of entity 

“channel” “power” Name of channel 

“value” “50” Value of channel 

“timestamp” 1589314204 Epoch timestamp of value generation 

Field Example value Explanation 

“unit” “W” Unit of measurement 

Field Example value Explanation 

“class” “speed” Class of data value 

“type” “fan” Description of entity type 

“location” “attic” Location of entity 



Key software components 

COFY-cloud client 
This is a client developed during the project to link the COFY-box with the COFY-cloud services. It                 
will support specific functionality required for the integration of the COFY-box into the wider VPP               
system such as registration and will provide a source of tariff and weather/environmental             
information required for the control and scheduling of smart and legacy appliances in the home.  

Home Assistant 
This is an existing open source home automation system software developed by one of the largest                
open source communities on Github and providing support for 1000s of existing smart home and               
energy devices and services. It is also highly customisable by both users and integrators. It will be                 
leveraged extensively during the project to integrate legacy devices and provide a graphical user              
interface for end users and technicians to enable them to understand what is happening in the                
system. The partners have extensive experience customising this software for specific applications            
and adding new functionality to the software through custom integrations. 

mosquitto MQTT broker 
This is an existing mature open source implementation of a MQTT 3.1/3.1.1/5 broker which we are                
using to provide the message/data bus. It is configured using text files at initialization and can apply                 
access control lists stored in an SQL database which can be updated at runtime by other processes. 

Glue component 
While a common data ontology for all COFY components and devices is defined, third-party              
services and devices will most often use a proprietary data standard. Additionally, while the common               
ontology defines standardised topics for common data points, e.g. the topic data/devices/pv/power            
containing the current total power output of the PV system, in reality this data point might consist of                  
a linear combination of several other data points, e.g. the PV system has multiple inverters.  

The glue component is a service which translates proprietary data formats to the common internal               
ontology, and can perform linear operations (adding, subtracting, combining, …) on data points. In              
effect, it glues proprietary devices onto the COFY ecosystem, ensuring maximal and transparent             
interoperability. 

The glue component is implemented as a store and forward architecture, listening for data points in                
a proprietary data format, processing those and forwarding them in the common internal format. If               
required, e.g. for linear combinations, it waits until all required data points are available. 

The component is configurable at run-time. When a third-party device or service is added, the               
configuration can be updated on the fly, ensuring easy and transparent integration of the device or                
service into the COFY ecosystem. 

Telegraf telemetry/logging client 
This is an existing open source telemetry/logging client used to harvest, process, and further              
communicate logging and telemetry data from a range of sources. It operates as a pipeline (input,                
processor, output) with plugins available at each. It will be used primarily to ingest a subset of MQTT                  
messages from the message bus and send these upstream to a InfluxDB Cloud monitoring service               
for debugging and support purposes. It is configured using a text file at initialisation which can be                 
specialized using environment variables. 
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COFY-box supervisor 
The COFY-box-supervisor shows basic status information about the COFY-box and provides           
functionality required for the interactive configuration of different aspects of the COFY-box such as              
registration credentials and network setup by users and technicians.  

Energy Management Software 

The cody-box will optionally be configured with a range of other software components suitable for               
different use cases. 

OpenADR client 
The OpenADR client is an existing software component developed by Carbon Co-op which peers              
information about explicit DSR events from a demand response management system (which is             
being further developed in WP5). This information will be posted to the message bus for use by                 
other COFY-box services. 

Flexibility tracker 
This is a software component being developed under WP2 and used to estimate the available               
‘flexibility’ of connected devices and the whole system based on user preferences and             
environmental/sensor data.  

Testing 

Software testing 
COFY-box software components are developed under a test-driven-development methodology         
which aims for good testing coverage of software component functionality using unit tests or similar. 

The COFY-box architecture involves a large number of different interacting components as well as              
interaction with hardware and other third-party systems which is challenging from a testing             
perspective. Where appropriate, software components and hardware devices will be mocked in            
order to increase coverage of that functionality which involves interaction between components.            
Otherwise this will be covered by system integration testing below.  

Integration/system testing 
Integration/system testing will be done by operating a staging deployment with a small number of               
devices as well as practising canary deployments for production devices where a limited number are               
updated first before a full deployment. 

Hardware testing 
As the hardware is assembled from off-the-shelf components only very limited testing of hardware              
components (such as power cycle testing) is required during QA. Telemetry related to hardware              
performance will also be collected and monitored for issues. 

User testing 
The project approach to user testing is deploying COFY-box prototypes into the homes of friendly               
users and employees of partners as soon as possible, even if the prototype is lacking core                
functionality. The balena system allows for easy and robust software updating and rollback             
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https://gitlab.com/carboncoop/pyoadr-ven


supporting rapid iteration of the cody-box system. Focus groups and user feedback will also be               
collected  

Monitoring 

Monitoring is provided at different levels (this does not refer to application level information).              
Generally monitoring/telemetry data is pseudo-anonymised and retained for a limited period           
consistent with the need to monitor/debug the system. Only Authorised persons trained to use the               
system have access. 

balenaCloud 
The balenaCloud device management system receives basic telemetry from connected balenaOS           
devices including heartbeats and hardware utilisation. A logging agent also streams limited amounts             
of log output (<1 day) for monitoring/debugging purposes but this is not stored. The device               
management system has an API which can be used to pull in device status information into other                 
business systems if required. 

Telegraf + InfluxDB Cloud 
A telegraf logging agent will be configured to send specific messages from the internal MQTT bus to                 
a remote InfluxDB Cloud server for purposes of monitoring, debugging, and fault finding. Messages              
will be retained for a limited period of time (<3 months) except in some cases where data is stored                   
for longer. Where data is stored for a longer retention period this will be pseudo-anonymised and                
identification will not be possible within the same system. It is also possible to obtain this data once                  
stored via an API which could be used by other business systems. 

COFY-cloud 
Certain data useful for monitoring such as device status and aggregated sensor data is also likely to                 
be propagated to the COFY-cloud service where it will be accessible to systems connecting to it. 

Software management 

Deployment 
Code will be deployed to the COFY-box using the modern software development practice of              
‘continuous integration and deployment’ which uses a CI/CD tool (in this case Gitlab) to largely               
automate the testing, build, and deployment steps in a pipeline which is triggered subject to certain                
conditions. The likely configuration of this pipeline will mirror that already used by Carbon Co-op and                
will link staging deployments to a ‘dev’ branch in the Git repository and link production deployments                
to a ‘master’ branch. Appropriate controls will be put in place to ensure that only Authorised persons                 
can push code to the repositories. 

Updating 
Once code is built for a target architecture on Balena or a build machine it is deployed via the                   
Balena repository to the COFY-box devices in-field automatically if they are connected. Devices can              
be ‘pinned’ to a specific release to prevent them from being updated or being updated selectively. 

Rollback 
Balena supports different rollback mechanisms including the ability to revert devices (individually or             
across the fleet) to a specific release commit. 
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Manufacturing and assembly 

Assembly 
Only basic manufacturing and assembly is required. The Raspberry Pi is installed in the case and                
fixed to the base using 4 screws. The top plate is then attached with 4 screws passed through the                   
base. A branding sticker is applied to the top and a thermal label to the bottom with identifying                  
information. 

Provisioning 
A device provisioning process will be defined based on the existing one used by Carbon Co-op for                 
the HEMS. This involves creating base images automatically in the CI/CD pipeline, then customising              
these for each device using a set of provisioning scripts which assign a unique ID from the Balena                  
device management system and apply a basic networking/system configuration. In addition to these             
existing steps, credentials could also be provisioned onto the device at this time depending on the                
use case. This process could be further specialised to the requirements of individual pilot sites. 

Quality Assurance 
Based on the experience of partners with in-field devices we will define a basic QA procedure to be                  
undertaken for each assembled COFY-box unit which currently involves powering on the unit,             
connecting to the network, testing connectivity with the Balena device management system,            
checking the configuration has been correctly applied by inspecting specific files, allowing any             
updates to be applied, and then shutting down the system. This procedure can typically be               
completed in around 5 minutes by a technician. If this procedure has been completed successfully               
we have found there is then a very low chance of failure when the device is installed. 

Distribution 

Two primary methods of distribution are envisioned: 

● COFY-box system software is distributed online as a file image. Assembly/manufacture of            
the COFY-box takes place in pilot sites according to instructions provided. This scenario can              
be more convenient for pilot sites but makes QA and testing more challenging which may               
lead to greater technical issues. 

● COFY-box is fully assembled by Carbon Co-op or another technical partner and each unit              
undergoes basic QA and testing by a technician before being dispatched to pilot sites. 

We anticipate needing to support both methods of distribution depending on the pilot site. 

Commissioning/installation process 

Some commissioning of the COFY-box will be required when installed although the goal is to               
automate and enable remote commissioning as much as possible. Currently the key commissioning             
steps are: 

1. Powering the COFY-box and connecting to the network. 
2. Installing and/or commissioning connected appliances. 
3. Registration by verification of COFY-box with central system. 
4. Configuring COFY-box software using the supervisor UI and/or Home Assistant. 

It should be possible for this process to be completed by a technically competent user. 
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Security 

The COFY-box will implement the below industry best practices (as described in the ‘DCMS Code of                
Practice for consumer IoT security’) around IoT device security: 
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Guideline Measures 

No default passwords The COFY-box software and wider system will not be         
designed or configured to use default passwords. 

Implement a vulnerability   
disclosure policy 

The project will implement a vulnerability disclosure policy        
for its products and services. 

Keep software updated The COFY-box will be regularly updated, which is facilitated         
by use of the balena system. This includes both the          
‘firmware’ and software. 

Securely store credentials and    
security-sensitive data 

All passwords will be stored as salted hash according to          
best practice.  

Communicate securely 
 

Communication between COFY-box and COFY-cloud will      
be secured with TLS. TLS certificates and other credentials         
(JWT tokens) used for authentication will be unique to each          
device and established using secure off-channel means. 
 

Minimise exposed attack surfaces Network ports will be closed by default. 

Ensure software integrity Software updates are distributed with check sums which are         
verified before being executed. 
Balena software is installed as read only containers and the          
hostOS is also largely read only. Software integrity checking         
is integrated into the balena software updating. 

Ensure that personal data is     
protected 

The COFY-box is designed to minimise the amount of         
personal information that is transmitted. Where personal       
information is stored on the COFY-box access to this will be           
access controlled using unique secure passwords. 

Make systems resilient to outages 
 

The COFY-box will continue to operate subject to network         
outages. The balenaOS has been hardened (compared to        
other OS) to make it more resilient to corruption caused by           
sudden power outages. 

Monitor system telemetry data System telemetry is monitored by multiple systems (see        
below). 

Make it easy for consumers to      
delete personal data 

A facility will be provided to hard reset the COFY-box which           
will wipe all data and return it to factory settings. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/code-of-practice-for-consumer-iot-security/code-of-practice-for-consumer-iot-security
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/code-of-practice-for-consumer-iot-security/code-of-practice-for-consumer-iot-security
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Make installation and maintenance    
of devices easy 

 

COFY-box seeks to largely automate the      
installation/commissioning process. Updates happen online     
and most maintenance can be completed remotely via the         
balena system. 

Validate input data All user accessible interfaces use form input validation        
middleware. 



Privacy 

Initial analysis of costs and bill of materials for cofy-box 

Bill of materials 

 

Platform/service costs during trial (annual per COFY-box) excluding data         
costs 
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Item Cost 

Raspberry Pi 3B+/4 40€ 

ModMyPi case, fixtures, and covers 10€ 

Power supply 7€ 

Labels/decals 1€ 

Packaging 1€ 

Manual 1€ 

Total 60€ 

Item Cost 

Azure IoT (Standard S1) 1€ 

balenaCloud (300 devices/pilot plan/microservices) 22€ 

Other platform costs 5€ 


